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Abstract 

Diode-laser absorption spectroscopy lechnique was 

applied IO the measurement of arcjet plume properties, such 

as flow velocity, densityandtemperature. The flow velocily 

was derived from the Doppler shift of an absorption line of 

oblige laser probes, and the tcmpemture was fmm the 

Doppler broarlcning of the absorption line. Two- 

dimensional plume profiles were obtained by coupling the 

laser absorption diagnostics with the computertomography 

method. Finally, swirl velocity caused by appliedmagnetic 

fields was measured with a perpendicular probe laser to the 

plume. 

Nomenclature 

R : magnetic induction 

c : speedof light 

c : electronic charge 

/ : transition oscillation strength 

frr, : transmitted laser intensity thnlugh a Fabry-Perot 

etalon 

I, : transmitted laser intensity through an discharge tube 

1 0 : incident laser intensity 

L : transmitted lawr intensity through a plume 

k : Bolt7mann constant 

M : mass of an argon atom 

m : electronic mass 

N : number density of neutral particles 

r : distance from the thruster centerline 

r arc attachment radius on the diverging part of anode aTC 
7’ : translational temperature of neutral particles 

V : local flow velocity of a plume 

.r : axial position from the exit plane 

4 : incident angle of a laser beam 

K : absorption coeflicient 

K~ : K at the absorption-line center frequency 

v : fl-C!S+KlKy 
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vo . . absorption-line center frequency 

vD : Doppler shift 

d v,,: Doppler half width 

gr,(v): Doppler line shape function 

introduction 

An arcjet thruster is a useful propulsion device for both 

near&h transportation and interplanetary missions 

because of its high specificimpulse andhigh thrust density. 

However, the specificimpulse of arcjets is higher than that 

of chemical propulsions by only few hundred secon&, and 

the superiority might be canceled when the weight of power 

units is taken into account. Since the specific impulse is a 

function of the stagnation tempemturc of the arc-heated 

propellant gas, plasma confinement from the electrodesby 

means of an applied magnetic fieldis one of the methods to 

increase the specific impulse. 

Furthermore, the electromagnetic forces pmck~ced by 

the interaction between &charge cummt and the applied 

magnetic field (swirl acceleration) is another possibility to 

incm the specific impulse. The plasma starts to rotate in 

the azimuthal direction in the arc&charge region by 

Lorenz force, and the rotation momentum is converted to 

thrust through the solid nozzle. 

On such plasma confinement or swirl acceleration, 

drew% measurement of the arcjet plume’,” will bring us 

valuable information, though it is quite difficult due to the 

plasma enthalpy and its speed. 

Spectrusajpic measutcment is a plvmising techniye 

for arcjet plume diagnosis, because it enables us to know 

the profiles of local flow velocity, temperature anddensity 

simultaneously wilhout any &WI access into the plasma 

flow. Although the laser inched fluo~-~~cence (LIF) 

spectroscopy is an established diagnosismethodsapplicable 

to the high enthalpy and high speed flows.“.” recent 

pmgmsses in semiconcirctor dock lasers makes the dio&- 

laser spectroscopy in use in both pure and applied 

spectroscopy, because they axz compact. rapid, cost 

eflective, simple to operate, and compatible with optical 
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fiber transmissions.s’9’ 

The wavelength of the do&-laser beam is easily 

tunable in the range of 660-1550 nm by controlling the 

do& working temperature and injection current. Scanning 

rate of the wavelength can be up to the o&r of kHz 

Meanwhile, the capability to focus the probe laser into the 

specific location allows the measurement with high spatial 

resolution. 

The objectiveof our research is lo apply the diodelaser 

spectroscopy technique to the arcjet plume diagnosis for the 

improvement of the thruster performance. 

Experimental Apparatus 

Arcjet Thruster 

A 4-kW class amjet thruster with an applied magnetic 

field was made andtested at the Nagoyauniversity. Figure 1 

shows a schematicdiagmm of the arcjet thruster. It consists 

of a thoriated tungsten cathode, a water cooledcopperanode 

and a ceramic solid nozzJe. The cathode dameter and tip 

angle are 5.0 mm and 30 &gtees, respectively. The anode 

has a3.0 mm long and2.0 mm diameterconstrictorchannel. 

The nozzle divergent angle is 25 degrees and the exit plane 

&meter is 52 mm. Magnetic fields am incktcxd by a 

solenoicial coil circuit independent of the main &charge. 

Maximum magnetic induction is 0.08 T on the thruster 

centerline. 

I 
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Fig. 1 A cross section view of the arcjet thruster 

The arcjet thruster is installed in a vacuum chamberof 

1.2 m in dameter and 1.5 m long. It is evactrated by a 

pumping system consisting of two diffusion pumps, a 

roots blower, and a rotary pump. The total pumping speed 

is 10,000 llsec and the background pressure has been 

maintained under 0.3 Tot-r ckuing the amjet operation. The 

propellant mass flow rate is regulated using a thermal 

mass-flow controller. 

Thrust is measuredusing a thrust stand with aloadcell. 

Calibration is ooncktcted with a pulley and weight system 

under the vacuum condition. Mean flow velocity at the 

arcjet exit plane can be derivedfrom the measuredthrust and 

the propellant mass-flow rate. 

Diode laser absorption diagnosis 

Optic system 

Figure 2 shows the diodelaserabsorption spectroscopy 

system. A diode LT017MDO (SHARP Corp.) is used as a 

laser source. It is attached to a copper block for keeping in 

thermal contact with a temperature controller consisting of 

a film heater, a Betthiercooler anda sensing thermistor. A 

collimating lens is set on an adjustableblock in frontofthe 

diode. 

function 
generator 

current and temperature diode 
controller laser 

argon discharge tube I 

digital storage 
oscilloscope detector 

&I _ 
L h 

n I 
V I 4 chamber 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the diodelaser absorption 

spectroscopy system. 

An aclive electtonicfeedbackcontro1 is done by an LD 

diver (ALP-7033CA, ASAM Data system Corp.) to 

stabilize the laserpowerandlaseroscillation frequertcy.The 

dode temperature fluctuation ti bear kept within O.OlK 

The tunable wavelength is from 790 nm to 830 nm with our 

setup. The diode laser nominally provides an output power 

of 40 mW/cm* at a wavelength of 810 nm with a living 

cunenl of 65 mA at 25.0 C. It is driven by a low noise 

current source mocktlated with a sub-audio function 

generator. 

Output of the diode laser is split into fourcomponents. 
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The first component is directly recordedwith a photo-diode 

detector # 1 as a function of time. The second passes through 

an argon &charge tube, in which steady &charge is 

maintained in a microwavecavity. The transmission signal 

is derezted by #2 to give the reference peak frequency of 

absorption line. The thini component passes through a 

Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon, and detected by #3 lo provide a 

reference wavelength spacing &ring the scanning of iaser- 

oscillation frquency.Thedalaareusedas a gauge to convert 

the temporal absorption variation to the function of 

frequency. Rest of the laser beam passes through the argon 

plume exhausted from lhe anzjel. The signal is recorded by 

detector #4. 

The laser was moduialedwilh a triangle-shapeinjection 

Luncnt at a tale of 50 Hz superimposed on a dc 70 mA. 

Keeping the diodetempemtureat 23.30 C. laser wavelength 

was scanned from 810.50 nm to 812.M nm around the 

center wavelength of Ar I absorption line of 811.53 1 nm. 

Diagnosis theory 
Local velocity and temperature measurements are besed 

on Doppler shift, vD and Doppler half-width of an 

absorption line, Av,, respectively. The Doppler shift is 

strategically determined by simultaneous nzsordng of 

absorption profiles of two laser beams having a dfferent 

incident angle to the flow. Although a perpendicular andan 

oblique laser beams are usually chosen in velocity 

measurements, a transmission beam through an argon 

discharge tube was used in this experiment to get the 

relative zeropoint of Dopplershift to simplify the test. The 

flow velocity can be derived from the relative shift of the 

absorption peak frequencies between the transmissions 

through the argon dischargetube and the argon plasma flow. 

v=(voc)+ocos6) (1) 
Temperature of the gas can be determined from the 

broadening feature of the absorption line. The shape of line 

broadening would be the Vogit profile containing Lorenz 

broadming and Doppler broadening. Since Doppler 

broadening is the predominant broadening mechanism in 

the caSe with high temperature and low pressure flow~,~*~’ 

the absorption line shape can be simplified as the following 

function: 

(2) 
where the correlation between the temperature and the 

Doppler half width is -__- 
Avo = ??% /?~ln z-&z: 

t-1 m (3) 
With the knowledgeof the Ar 1 absorption wavelength 

Doppler shift is drcctiy related to the velocity by the 

following relation 

V = 1623.0~~ (GHz) (4) 
The temperature is expressed as 

T = 570.91[Avo (GHz)]’ (5) 
In order to determine the number density of the 

absorbing particles, absolute value of the absorption 

coefficient, rrO is required; 

N-dvo J_ mcKo 

2 c In2ne2 f (6) 
K~ is available from the spatial dffenmlialion of the 

absorption, &-G because i 1 is an integration of absorption 

coeflicient along the laser path. Pradiuliy, the computer 

tomography method is often used to have a three- 

dimensional absorption coefficient distribution. 

Computer tomography method 

Two-dimensional (T-X) dstribution of the absorption 

coefficient are obtained without a mtational scanning of 

laser beams assuming axisymmetric plume configuration. 

The laser beam is inlrocCloed into the vacuum chamber 

though an optical fiber. The fiber, a collimating lens anda 

deteclor are attached lo the stage mounted on a two- 

dimensional traverse system as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 Optic arrangementmounted on ahvodimensional 

traverse system. 

The filtered back-projection method with Shepped- 

Logan filter function is used for the chta processing. The 

data-orocessinz orocedureis shown in Fie. 4. , YS E of81 I.531 nm andthe iaserincidentangie of60 degrees,lhe 
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Computer 

Absorption coefficient 
- tomography 

distribution for each 
frequency, K( r, v) 

Fig. 4 Data-processing pmced~reflo~-chart 

Results and discussions 

Doppler measurements 
A total of sixty casesof measurements is performedat 

the propellant flowraterangingfrom0.06 g/s too.3 g/s and 

the dischargecurrent from 100 A to 180 A. Figure 5 shows 

the typical record of the detector signals. 

Each mcordedtraceconsists of 10,030 datapoints at an 

interval about 0.02 psec. The FP etalon transmission 

signal contains 40 fringes as seen in Fig. 5 (b). Becauseof 

the nonsymmetric chamctcristicof the diodelaser, the peak 

position of the FP etalon fringes is not equidistant in time 

in ascendinganddescending ramps. The recorddbsorption 

signal is convertedfrom the time based one to the frequency 

basedone by the comparison of frequency spacing with FP 

ctalon fringes. A three parameter Gaussian line-shape 

fitting was con&ted on the absorption profiles to 

determine peak f~encies and the Doppler half wicih. 

&dutxsf profiles are shown in Fig. 6. 

The flow velocities and tcmperaturcs are derived from 

v, and Av, using Ekp. (4) and (5). respectively. Figure 7 

show the correlation of plume velocity and specik input 

power for various propellant flow rate measured at 7.0 cm 

ck~wnstream of the nozzle exit plane. Higher velocity is 

marked with the larger propellant flow rate. This is 

interpreted as a phenomenon that the anode heat loss is 

decreased with the increase in propellant flow rate. (It has 

been reported that the anode temperature is &creased with 

the increase in propellant flow rate. ‘ok”) ) 

’ _ . - . . . - - ’ - . ’ - 

-1 t,.---‘---..---.---.--l 
3800 4o(K, 4200 4400 4600 

Data sequence 

Fig. 5 Typical mcor&. (a) temporal variation of incident 

laser intensity. (b) Fabry-Perot etalon signal, (c) 

transmission profile of the oblique probe laser beam (upper) 

and the one through the argon discharge tube (lower). 
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Fig. 6 Absorption profile of the transmitted lasers 

through the arcjet plume (upper) and the argon 

discharge tube (lower). 
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Fig. 7 Plume velocity vs. specific input powermeasuied 

at 7.0 cm downstream of the nozzle exit plane. 

At a low propellant tlow rate, the velocity increase 

becomes quite small. This would be because the background 

gas causes a relatively large momentum transfer with the 

plume plasma, as describedlater. 

Comparison of the measuredlocal velocity at x =7 cm 

with the mean flow velocity derived from thrust 

measurements was shown in Fig. 8. Its increasing trend 

with the specilic input power is agree with the mean 

vcloci ty one. 

Fig. 8 Measured local velocity with the mean flow 

v&city &rived from thrust measurements. Propellant 

mass flow rate is 0.12 g/s. 

Distributions of velocity and temperature along the 

thrustercenterlinearcshown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. 

Bothof them are~uicklynearthe no7zleexit plane. 

This indcates that the amjet plume experiences a large 

momentum and energytransfer to the entrainedbackground 

gas near the exit plane.” 

Input power: 3.6kw 

- m4.24 g/s 

Fig. 9 Distributions of the velocity along the thruster 

centerline. 
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Distance from exit plane, x (cm) 

Fig. 10 Distributions of the temperature along the 

thruster centerline. 

Computer tomography measurement 

Figures II and 12 show the plume temperature and 

density contours. The spatial resolution was Ar= 6 mm in 

the &al dmction and Ax = 50 mm in the axial direction. 

The maximum temperature and density were 10,000 K and 

1.5 x IO’” rne3, respectively. 

Swirl velocity measurement 

Swirl velocity causedby theLorenzforcewasmeasured 

with a probelaser perpendicularto the plume. Applying the 

magnetic field, discharge voltage was increased by 2-3 

volts, which is about 10 % of the dsdtarge voltage. The 

measured velocity was 194 + 157 m/s at r= 11 mm andx 

= 9 mm u&r the concktions of magnetic induction 800 

gauss, dischargecurrent 180 A andpropellantflow rate0.24 

g/s. This value is too small to cause an efTtcient swirl 

acceleration. 

From a simple kinetic model, the swirl velocity can he 
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expressal as a function of the arc-length, which is the 

dstance from the centerline to the arc attachment position 
on the diverging part of anode, as; 

vstirl = (RI /,n&&lr) (7) 
The swirl velocity of 194 m/s corresponds to the arc-length 
of 6.0 mm according to this equation. 

Largeswirl velocity will beobtainedwith the hydrogen 
propellant becausethe arc tends to blow out towardthe edge 
of anode when molecular gas is used as a pmpellant, 
resulting in long arc-length.‘” 
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Fig. 11 Two-dimensional distribution of the translational 
temperatureof the argon neutral atoms. Input power 1.8 kW, 
propellant flow rate 0.24 g/s. 
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Fig. 12 Twoamensional dstribution of the number 
density of the argon neutml atoms. Input power 1.8 kW. 
propellant flow rate 0.24 g/s. 
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